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BLACKSBURG — Over the past few weeks, a national debate has reemerged regarding 
the status of certain monuments across the United States. Within our commonwealth, the 
focal point of this debate has been on Monument Avenue in Richmond, where there are 
five monuments to Confederate leaders. 
It is important to remember that protests over these monuments are not new. Over the 
past 30 years, the Confederate monuments in Richmond have been under increasing 
scrutiny, debate, and have played host to many protests. Even at their creation, as far 
back as 1890 when the Robert E. Lee monument was unveiled, there were protests by 
Richmond’s African American population who were excluded by city ordinance from 
owning or renting property along Monument Avenue. 
Today’s debate reminds me of a valuable lesson all historians learn: History changes. 
This idea may seem strange — how can history change, events happened the way they 
happened? Ultimately, history changes for a few reasons. 
First, when new evidence is discovered, the findings change what we know about history. 
Second, historians who write history change. As new groups of people — women, 
African Americans, Native Americans, etc. — gain access to historical training, they 
write history to tell new stories and approach history from different perspectives. 
Third, history is about telling the story about the past, but how we tell those stories is 
informed by our present. 
Monuments and the individuals we choose to memorialize make statements about what 
history we value and about whose stories are valued. As a Virginian and historian, I 
wanted to take a deeper look into our commonwealth’s history to find Virginians whose 
stories have been forgotten. 
So, over the next 25 weeks, I will be telling the stories of more than 30 Virginians who 
were either born in, lived in, or committed acts of heroism within our commonwealth 
who deserve to be memorialized. The individuals will be chosen based upon their 
political, military, or cultural contributions to the commonwealth. Since no honest 
historian can divorce themselves from the reality of the times in which they live, these 
individuals will also be chosen within the context of our current time. 
For this first installment, I want to tell the story of two Virginians who deserve a 
monument: Mildred and Richard Loving. 
Last Friday was Loving Day. A day inspired by the landmark U.S. Supreme Court case, 
Loving v. Virginia, that was decided on June 12, 1967. The decision struck down 
Virginia’s 1924 Racial Integrity Act and effectively ended anti-miscegenation laws, 
which made marriage between whites and non-whites illegal, across the American south. 
Richard and Mildred Loving were born and lived in Caroline County, Va. Richard (born 
in 1933) was white and had ancestors who owned slaves and fought for the Confederacy 
during the Civil War. He grew up relatively poor and within a community where blacks 
and poor whites lived together and helped one another. Even Richard’s closest friends 
were black. 



Mildred (born in 1939) was multiracial and self-identified as black and Native American. 
When she was a teenager, Mildred met Richard and fell in love. 
At 18, Mildred became pregnant with Richard’s child. Since Virginia’s 1924 Racial 
Integrity Act criminalized both sex and marriage between whites and non-whites, Richard 
and Mildred were forced to travel to Washington, D.C., to be married. Upon their return 
to Virginia, local police raided their home where they found the Lovings sleeping in their 
own bed. Richard and Mildred were arrested and charged with a felony for violating 
commonwealth law for the simple act of being married. 
The Lovings had no choice but to plead guilty to the charges and were sentenced to one 
year in prison. However, the judge agreed to suspend the sentence if Richard and Mildred 
left Virginia and did not return to the Commonwealth together for at least twenty-five 
years. Six years later in 1964 Mildred wrote to Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy 
about her case and her wish to return to Virginia with her husband. Kennedy forwarded 
her case to the American Civil Liberties Union, which sued the Commonwealth of 
Virginia on their behalf. Over the next three years the U.S. District Court for Eastern 
Virginia and the Virginia Supreme Court both upheld the constitutionality of Virginia’s 
anti-miscegenation laws. 
The Lovings appealed these rulings and their case went to the United States Supreme 
Court. In a unanimous decision, the Supreme Court overturned the Lovings’ convictions 
and struck down Virginia’s anti-miscegenation laws. A ruling which effectively voided 
all similar laws across the American south. The Lovings did not attend oral arguments at 
the Supreme Court. However, in their absence Richard Loving sent a message to his 
lawyer that asked him to “tell the Court I love my wife, and it is just unfair that I can’t 
live with her in Virginia.” 
Richard and Mildred Loving raised three children. Richard Loving died in 1975 in an 
automobile accident when a drunk driver struck his and Mildred’s car. Mildred survived 
the accident and died in 2004, she never remarried. 
Richard and Mildred Loving are two Virginians who have perhaps had more of an impact 
on the United States than many other Virginians. The only crime they ever committed 
was loving each other. Their love, their marriage, and their children were a crime in the 
Commonwealth of Virginia. Their love and bravery not only changed Virginia law, but it 
changed laws across the entire American south, affecting countless lives. Today, one of 
the fastest growing demographics in the United Sates are people who identify as more 
than one race. Because of Richard and Mildred Loving their existence is no longer a 
crime in any American state. 
There is no monument to Richard and Mildred Loving within the United States, only a 
historical marker near their home commemorates their lives. 
 
Christopher Kraft: Engineer, NASA leader put man on moon 
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BLACKSBURG — On July 20, 1969, more than 650 million people across the world 
crowded around televisions to watch the Apollo 11 crew become the first humans to step 
foot on the moon. 
As Neil Armstrong descended the ladder of the Lunar Module and stepped foot on the 
moon’s surface he said the famous words, “That’s one small step for man, one giant leap 
for mankind.” At that moment, 238,900 miles away at NASA Mission Control in 
Houston, Texas, one Virginian knew his life’s work made that giant leap possible. His 
name was Christopher Kraft. 
Christopher Kraft Jr. was born in Phoebus, Va., on Feb. 28, 1924. In 1942, he enrolled at 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute (Virginia Tech) to study aeronautical engineering. During 
his time at Virginia Tech, he attempted to join the Navy, but a childhood injury prevented 
him from serving and he used his disappointment to refocus on his studies. Kraft 
graduated from Virginia Tech in 1944 and accepted a job with the National Advisory 
Committee for Aeronautics (NACA). 
Kraft’s life took a dramatic turn after the Soviet Union launched Sputnik in October 
1957. In response to Sputnik, President Dwight D. Eisenhower created the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and Kraft, along with NACA, was 
subsumed into its administration. 
From the beginning, one of NASA’s key missions was to put man into space. Kraft 
became one of the first engineers asked to join the NASA’s Space Task Force Group, 
which was tasked with overseeing Project Mercury, the United States’ first human 
spaceflight program. 
Placed in charge of Project Mercury’s flight operations, Kraft faced an enormous 
challenge. No human had ever been to space. Putting a man into space required testing, 
flight plans, establishing mission rules and procedures, ground support, managing 
contingencies, and more. 
To meet this challenge, Kraft created NASA’s mission control center to manage all space 
flights and operations from launch through landing. While early interatmosphere flight 
tests required little ground support, Kraft realized there was only so much an individual 
astronaut in space flight could be expected to do. 
Instead, Kraft created mission control to manage missions, taking most of the burden of 
mission decision making off the shoulders of astronauts and placing it on ground control. 
On Project Mercury, Kraft served as the flight direct for all six manned missions, which 
saw Alan Shepard become the first American in space and John Glenn become the first 
American to orbit the Earth. 
During Project Gemini (1961-66) Kraft served as NASA’s head of mission operations 
and as flight director. 
In his role, Kraft directed the first space flight with two astronauts, the first rendezvous in 
space, and the first human spacewalk. Other than his gift for astronautics, Kraft’s true 
talents at NASA ultimately lay in his ability to coordinate different operations to support 
missions and in his insistence that critical decisions only be made within mission control. 
By 1968, Kraft was once again promoted to the head of flight operations. When the 
Apollo 11 lunar module landed on the moon’s surface, there were few people who could 
claim to do more to put man on the moon than Christopher Kraft. 



Kraft remained at NASA until his retirement in 1982. During his time at NASA, Kraft 
personally picked and trained an entire generation of NASA flight directors and 
established the foundational rules of space flight operations that are still used today. 
Two days after the 50th anniversary of the Apollo 11 moonwalk, on July 22, 2019, Kraft 
died at his home. He was 95. 
While Kraft used to be a household name in the 1960s and 1970s, his name today is 
hardly recognized outside of space enthusiasts or those who lived during the 1960s 
“space race.” Christopher Kraft’s achievements were remarkable and deserve to be 
remembered. Virginia has monuments to presidents, generals, and statesmen, but perhaps 
it’s time for a monument to a scientist, an engineer, a leader, and a Virginian who did 
more than almost anybody else to put a man on the moon.  
 
Marine hero first Virginian to die in World War I 
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BLACKSBURG — The centennial commemoration of the First World War (1914- 1918) 
passed with relatively little fanfare in the United States. American memory and 
remembrance of the First World War is remarkably muted in comparison to our 
memorialization of the Second World War and when compared with the reverent 
memorialization our European counterparts devote to the First World War. 
There are multiple reasons for this discrepancy. 
First, the United States was only militarily involved in any significant way in the First 
World War for only one year, and our casualties remained relatively low – only 115,000 
American men compared to the more than 9 million European men who died in the war. 
Second, American memory of the war is clouded by the events which happened 
afterward. Rather than a war that would “end all wars,” the immediate aftermath of the 
First World War and the diplomatic failures that occurred, created the environment that 
led to the Second World War. 
Third, and finally, our involvement in the First World War and the reluctance of 
American leaders to help create peace after the war does not fit comfortably within our 
current American narrative that places America as the leader of the free world. 
Since the late 1920s, World War I has largely been forgotten by Americans. 
Despite this, the First World War remains one of the most significant military actions the 
United States have ever been involved in. In fact, the largest and deadliest battle in 
American history occurred at the Battle of the Meuse-Argonne. So, it is well past time 
that America remembers our largely forgotten involvement in this war. 
The story of one Virginian can help us remember this service and sacrifice. His name was 
Lloyd Williams. 
Lloyd Williams was born in Berryville on Jan. 5, 1887. He graduated from Virginia 
Polytechnic Institute (today known as Virginia Tech) in 1907, whereupon he 
commissioned as a 2nd Lieutenant in the United States Marine Corps. 
As a career Marine, Williams served in duty tours that included Cuba and the Philippines, 
and spent time as a staff officer at Marine Corps Headquarters. In 1912 he participated in 



the Banana Wars in Nicaragua, where he saw his first combat action helping to capture 
the city of Leon. In 1916, he commissioned as Captain. 
When the United States entered World War I in April 1917, the American military was 
woefully small and unprepared. The pre-war Army was only the 17th largest army in the 
world and contained only 100,000 men. 
But by November 1918, the United States mobilized 4 million men total — 2 million 
would end up in France while only 1 million entered combat. 
Williams and his Marines were among the first American servicemembers sent to France. 
They entered combat on June 1, 1918, near Chateau-Thierry at the Battle of Belleau 
Wood. The overall American commander, Gen. John J. Pershing, was reluctant to send 
American men into combat so early and under French command. But the situation on the 
Western Front in spring 1918 was dire for the Allies as Germany tried to score a 
knockout blow before millions more Americans arrived to France. 
As Capt. Williams and the 5th Marines Regiment arrived on the field on June 1 to 
support the French Army, they found French forces in retreat. When a French officer 
advised Williams to withdraw, Williams replied, “Retreat? Hell, we just got here!” 
Days later, on June 11, Williams led an assault that routed the German defenders in the 
woods. During these first days of battle, Williams was among the casualties. On June 11, 
he was gassed and grievously injured by shell shrapnel. 
As he lay wounded and bleeding on the battlefield, he told medics, “Don’t bother with 
me. Take care of my good men.” 
The medics returned the next day where they found Williams still alive. They loaded him 
onto a stretcher and bent down to avoid shellfire around them. As they were evacuating 
the woods, an artillery shell fell near them, killing Williams and the medics. 
For his bravery in action and his care for his men, Capt. Lloyd Williams was 
posthumously promoted to the rank of Major, and received three Silver Star citations and 
a purple heart. He was recommended for two other awards — the Medal of Honor and 
the Distinguished Service Cross — but neither was granted. 
The engagement at Belleau Wood would last another two weeks after Williams’ death. 
The woods turned into a virtual hell and changed hands multiple times. Through the 
battle only one of the 10 officers and 16 of the 250 enlisted men within Williams’ unit 
survived or escaped injury. But in the end, the Marines were victorious and dealt the 
German army one of the first losses on the Western Front in 1918, which would 
ultimately lead to Germany’s defeat. 
As one German remembered about the Battle of Belleau Wood, “The Americans (the 
Marines) are savages. They kill everything that moves.” 
With his death, Major Lloyd Williams became the first Virginian to die in World War I. 
There are monuments to the dead of World War I scattered across Virginia and there is a 
largely unknown monument to Virginia’s war dead of the First and Second World Wars 
in Richmond known as the Virginia World War Memorial Carillon. There was not even a 
national First World War memorial until now, and it is currently being constructed in 
Washington, D.C. 
As we search through the commonwealth’s history to find extraordinary Virginians to 
memorialize in order to tell our story and remember the values we share, then Major 
Lloyd Williams must certainly be on that list. 
 



 


